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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Onset of new Power Plan, new EE Action Plan for BPA—time to refresh our team’s strategic plan.This strategic plan will serve as a roadmap for our research over the next six years. This timeline aligns with BPA’s Energy Efficiency Action Plan published earlier this year. In this section, I will outline the principles that inform our focus, purpose, and long-term vision, as well as our team’s priorities for this six-year period.



PRICIPLES

BPA prioritizes studying markets with high value to BPA and the region. 
BPA’s research aims to have the greatest impact on BPA’s and the 
region’s market intelligence about energy efficiency.

Study What Matters

BPA uses a structured research process and follows a consistent 
analytical framework. 

Be Consistent in Methods 

BPA openly engages stakeholders and third-party reviewers to help 
improve accuracy and meet stakeholder needs.

Use an Open, Accessible Process

BPA’s Momentum Savings research aspires to do more than quantify 
savings. It seeks to provide all stakeholders with actionable data and 
market insights to support planning and programmatic functions.

Build Regional Market Intelligence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started with our existing approach to Momentum Savings–related market research and model development, which adhere to four high-level principles:Study What Matters. BPA prioritizes studying markets with high value to BPA and the region. BPA’s research aims to have the greatest impact on BPA’s and the region’s market intelligence about energy efficiency.Be Consistent in Methods. BPA uses a structured research process and follows a consistent analytical framework. Use an Open, Accessible Process. BPA openly engages stakeholders and third-party reviewers to help improve accuracy and meet stakeholder needs.Build Regional Market Intelligence. BPA’s Momentum Savings research aspires to do more than quantify savings. It seeks to provide all stakeholders with actionable data and market insights to support planning and programmatic functions.With these principles in mind, we then proceeded to look at our vision statement…



We aspire to provide strategic data, market 
insights, and analysis of Momentum Savings 

so that BPA can offer bold demand-side 
programs and policies that lead to an 

efficient, decarbonized, and resilient grid for 
all residents of the Pacific Northwest

VISION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[ANIMATION]As many of you already know, the energy sector is changing. As more renewables are incorporated at lower costs, the value of all resources, including energy efficiency, becomes more variable. This variability brings capacity and demand flexibility issues to the forefront. At the same time, the region is seeing increased attention to and activity on decarbonization, leading to greater need for insights around carbon impacts and electrification trends. Finally, a long-overdue focus on historically disadvantaged communities is emerging, ensuring the benefits of energy efficiency investments are distributed equitably.�Amid all this change, our team did some critical thinking about how our models, data, and research findings could best serve BPA and its customers during this transition and best help BPA continue to be a reliable and low-cost source of carbon-free power now and in the future. �To aid in identifying strategic priorities within this evolving context, the market research team developed the following vision statement: [CLICK]



PRIORITIES

Quantify and report Momentum Savings to contribute to meeting 
BPA’s resource needs. 

Priority 1: 

Generate market intelligence that helps programs and policy makers 
maximize impact and improve program equity.

Priority 2: 

Integrate carbon and capacity/demand flexibility metrics into market 
research to fully communicate the value of demand-side resources.

Priority 3: 

Study changes in electric load to support power planning.
Priority 4: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After defining our vision, we established four key priorities that will shape our work and help us achieve our vision:Priority 1: Quantify and report Momentum Savings to contribute to meeting BPA’s resource needs. �This is our core mission and top priority. We are committed to delivering these resources as directed by BPA’s Energy Efficiency Action Plan to help BPA deliver low-cost, reliable, and low-carbon power to the region.Priority 2: Generate market intelligence that helps programs and policy makers maximize impact and improve program equity. Market research results can inform data-driven decisions about program offerings, strategies, and policies. These decisions can increase the positive impact BPA’s programs have in the region by bringing new and equitable efficiency opportunities to BPA customers, business owners, and residents of the Northwest. Priority 3: Integrate carbon and capacity/demand flexibility metrics into market research to fully communicate the value of demand-side resources.Energy efficiency can deliver many more benefits than just annual kilowatt-hour and bill savings. This priority aims to innovate methods for quantifying and reporting additional benefits of energy efficiency. Better clarifying the benefits of energy efficiency will help BPA, its customers, and power planners account for its value in meeting the capacity and demand flexibility needs of the grid and delivering low-carbon resources. Priority 4: Study changes in electric load to support power planning.The regional policies and market trends that drive transport and building electrification are poised to cause electric load to change quickly and more dynamically than in the past, creating new challenges for load forecasters and power planners. We hope to gather research and market intelligence that can reduce risk by helping BPA and our regional partners make informed projections and thoughtful decisions about how to serve future projected electric load growth.[PAUSE] Thus far we have talked about our principles, vision, and priorities. While the team does have concrete goals to fulfill these priorities, those are more detailed and not something we will get into today. From here, the last thing I wanted to share with you is the general sense of how the portfolio workflow will look over the next 6 years…



PORTFOLIO WORKFLOW
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work cycles will entail different focus areas at different times. Due to the nature of studying markets, we find it’s best to approach this body of work through a long term view. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[BONNIE] From here, Joan and Juan Carlos will be talking about project updates for the four markets we study, starting with Joan talking about Residential HVAC…



• Update analysis 
period

• Analyze new RBSA 
Data

• Forecasting

Activities
• Analyze residential HVAC and building shell 

conditions in 2022 using RBSA III draft final data
• Compare 2022 stock insights with past trends
• Gather information to forecast how the 

residential HVAC stock will change in the next few 
years 

Outcomes

Residential HVAC: Market Model Update
Objective: 

Update the model for 2022-2027 and produce savings forecast



• Coordination
• Analyze Data
• Publish Summary by 

end of year

Activities
• Efficiency mix of 2022 sales in air source heat 

pumps, mini-split heat pumps, gas furnaces, and 
central air conditioners.

• Additional insights include technology mix in 
2022 HVAC sales, discussion of ducted mini-split 
heat pumps, and variable speed heat pump 
growth

Outcomes

Residential HVAC: 2022 HVAC Sales
Objective:

Analyze efficiency mix of residential HVAC sales collected by NEEA 



• Update analysis scope
• Analyze data
• Forecasting

Activities
• Add commercial pumps and fans to model 

scope
• Enhance pump/fan load profile and operating 

hour inputs using custom project metered data

Outcomes

Adjustable Speed Drives: Market Model Update
Objective: 

Update the model for 2022-2027 and produce savings forecast      



• Market Actor Outreach
• Determine Feasibility
• Collect Data

Activities
• Summary of data collected and lessons learned 

from the pilot
• Characterization of market actors by size, sector, 

market niche
• Clearly defined scope for full-scale data 

collection effort

Outcomes

Adjustable Speed Drives: Shipments Data Pilot
Objective: 

Determine feasibility of collecting annual shipments data from 
drive suppliers in the Northwest



• Develop inputs and 
structure

• Collect data
• Program savings
• Engage market actors

Activities
• Completed a market model structure and wrote 

code that successfully tested its validity 
• Reviewed permit data and inputted the results 

into the structure and segmentation
• Analyzed and inputted past CBSA data and 

participating in new study
• Completed segmentation study for buildings

Outcomes

Commercial HVAC: Market Model Build
Objective: 

Build market model for the commercial HVAC market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activities: Began the study by evaluating inputs and developing the model structureStructure is built in Python and Calculates existing, new construction, and remodeled stocksCombines existing, remodeled & new stocks and calculates energy consumptionRuns baseline scenario where equipment and efficiency saturations are frozen)Calculates program savingsCalculates energy consumption and savingsCollected and Reviewed Data from our HVAC Permit Study including Heating Type distribution, COP Heating and Cooling Efficiencies, and Energy RecoveryConducted a CBSA Review to understand regional HVAC & electrification potential2014 and 2109 CBSA have major differences so a trend analysis is difficultLooking to the 2025 CBSA to fill in GAPs and I am participating on the CBSA working group to insure these questions are answered. We also purchased current Dodge data to compare against our data. Currently investigating Program Savings Using our current permit data we are determining projects that are in BPA territoryStart collecting custom project info from utilities Finalize segmentationDeveloped HVAC efficiency inputs Determined weightings of principal technologiesProposed inputs to forecastRated of growth of various technologies and of new construction square footageFinally we are conducting a review of new and upcoming code and standards to determine possible affect in market during the plan periodPresented finding to Market Actors in panel sessions Conducted 3 working sessions and 5 data review sessions with  our expert panel



• Finalize QA/QC 
process & data 
sources

• Map permit data and 
code requirements 

• Establish performance 
curves 

• Run initial simulation

Activities
• Still to be determined
Outcomes

Commercial HVAC: Building Simulations
Objective: 

Determine inputs and sources needed to accurately simulate 
commercial building stock

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SetupFinalize QA/QC process & data sources including code-based & facility-based inputsEstablish performance curves for refrigerant-based systemsMapping Permit data to building simulation segmentsLooking at Codes that play into envelope requirements.Run initial SimulationOutcomesWe’re currently deciding on prototype models to use in our building simulations, may use DOE  prototype models that are representative of building stockPossibly break it down into more granular building segmentsLooking at Energy Use Intensity (EUI) from all building types to determine appropriate proxy-simulations



• Collect and analyze 
market data

• Develop new model 
platform

• Determine building 
and installed stock 
inputs

Activities
• Completed transition of model platform to 

Python 
• Updated methodology for sales forecasting
• Completed building stock analysis, including a 

revised methodology, review of data sources, 
and comparison of previous modes

• Attended the 2023 LightFair and collected annual 
sales data of which is discussed in the next 

Outcomes

Nonresidential Lighting
Objective: 

Build interim market model for the 2021 Power Plan
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SURVEY OVERVIEW
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Market Share 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This report presents the results of the tenth annual BPA and NEEA Northwest Electrical Distributor Lighting Survey. The research team at Cadeo worked with NEEA program staff and Evergreen Consulting to recruit participants, Engaging 24 participants in the 2022 sales data collection, including 1 new particpantCombining these data submissions with past participating distributors’ data, the survey analysis included data from 48 total distributors. The  total sales of these distributors represent roughly 40% of the total Northwest non-residential market.



There was a 0% change in 
total unit sales between 
2021 and 2022, marking a 
potential stabilization in 
sales volumes following 

COVID-19. 
67% of all unit 

sales in 2022 were 
LEDs

SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS

0%
67% 52%

52% of 4ft T8 sales were 
TLEDs, representing a 
continued shift away 

from the once dominant 
linear fluorescent lamp.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activities: Process anonymized metered time interval data from BPA historical custom projects on pumps and fansLeverage similar metered data from CA IOUsAnalyze the data to produce improve average load profile and operating hour 



Percent of Unit Sales by Technology Type 
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Presentation Notes
LEDs remained the largest technology in total unit sales in 2022 at 67%. Linear fluorescents held consistent market share between 2021 and 2022 at 23%. Total volume of unit sales stayed the same and the market share of all technologies remained consistent While both total unit sales and LED unit sales are projected to decrease over time due to the extended lifetime of LEDs, the market is maintaining its recovery in lighting projects following decreases in sales volumes due to COVID-19.



2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

LED  61%

Incandescent  21%

Halogen  8%

CFL 10%

86%  LED 

8% Incandescent
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Screw in Lamp Sales by Type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see the dramatic increase in LED products when looking at sales of screw in lamps from 2018 to 2022. LED increase from 61 – 86%Incandescent, CFLs and halogens continued to lose market These products will probably hit close to zero soon due to the DOEs 45 Lumen / watt requirements for general service lamps (GSLs) that went in to place this last June. 



Percent Linear Lamp Sales by Type
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Presentation Notes
Linear Lampsthe sales mix between 4-foot T8 linear  fluorescent lamps and TLEDs continued shifting towards TLEDs In 2022, 4-foot T8 linear fluorescent lamps made up 48% of linear lamp sales and TLEDs made up 52%. Reduced wattage  linear fluorescent lamp sales  remained high in 2022 at 19% Among TLEDs, UL Type B sales continue to hold the largest market share. The gap between UL Type B sales (33%) and UL Type A sales (14%) stayed the same between 2021 and 2022 after rapidly widening between 2020 and 2021. 



Percent of Ambient Linear Lamp and 
Fixture Sales by Type
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Percent of Ambient Linear Lamp and Fixture Sales by Type Ambient Linear The application category we see most available for LED transition and we see that they continued to replace linear fluorescent LED products made up over 55% in 2022. While the sales mix for integrated LED fixtures has trended upward since 2017, there was a small dip in this category in 2022. INTERESTING - Total unit sales of integrated LED fixtures actually increased between 2021 and 2022. (8% IN 2021)However, these fixtures decreased as a portion of the sales mix in this category because integrated LED fixture unit sales increased less than total unit sales of TLEDs.



Visit the Momentum Savings website at:

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-
services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-

savings/lighting-market-research

FOR FULL REPORT & SALES DATA

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings/lighting-market-research
https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings/lighting-market-research
https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings/lighting-market-research


bfwatson@bpa.gov

Team Lead

Bonnie Watson
jjwang@bpa.gov

Residential HVAC
Adjustable Speed Drives

Joan Wang

QUESTIONS??

jcblacker@bpa.gov

Commercial HVAC
Nonresidential Lighting

Juan Carlos Blacker

THE MOMENTUM SAVINGS TEAM
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, and 
includes icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Please keep this slide for attribution

THANK YOU!

https://bit.ly/3A1uf1Q
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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